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INTRODUCTION
¡ Idioms pose puzzles for most syntactic frameworks, as 

¡ they are complex syntactic phrases

¡ but they also have a literal meaning next to the idiomatic one, raising the question of how to model
the emergence of the latter

¡ A lot of recent work has been concerned with identifying the size of the domain that leads to an
idiomatic interpretation (e.g. Svenonius 2006, Borer 2013, Marantz 2013, Harley & Stone 2013,
Anagnostopoulou & Samioti 2013, 2014, Harley 2014, Alexiadou & Anagnostopoulou 2020,
Oikonomou & Alexiadou 2022, among many others)

¡ This talk is a further contribution to this discussion
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THIS TALK
¡ will offer an exploration of how clitics participate in the creation of idioms and investigate in particular 

the key role of phi-features and their interaction with the domain that is determined by Voice (Kratzer 
1996)

¡ the focus will be on Greek in comparison to Romance

¡ Specific questions concerning clitics that will be addressed:

¡ in what kind of constructions they occur

¡ what kinds of predicates they combine with

¡ what kind of phi-features they have: 

¡ why is feminine singular and plural neuter pervavisely used

¡ how is interpretation related to the phi features and structures with and withoutVoice
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PATTERNS AND GENERALIZATIONS

¡ A novel observation: the choice of phi features contributes to the interpretation of the non-fixed 
part of the idiom in systematic ways

¡ Generalization 1: When accusative clitics as fixed parts of idioms are feminine singular, non-fixed 
animate arguments (bearing genitive/dative or nominative) are interpreted as affected/ experiencer 
arguments. 

¡ Generalization II: When accusative clitics as fixed parts of idioms are neuter plural, the
construction is interpreted as reciprocal or the non-fixed part of the idiom is interpreted as
overwhelmed.

¡ Generalization III:  When accusative clitics as fixed parts of idioms are neuter singular, they often 
occur in constructions that seem to involve some form of secondary predication.
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GENERALIZATION I: EXAMPLES

(2) Tu                 tin               espasa/ edosa non-fixed animate argument interpreted as experiencer 

cl.MASC.GEN cl.FEM.ACC broke.1SG / gave.1SG

I annoyed him.

(3)  tin           patisa/ evapsa non-fixed animate  pro argument interpreted as affected

cl.FEM.ACC stepped.1SG/ painted-.SG

I am fooled/ I am in trouble.
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GENERALIZATION II: EXAMPLES

(4) ta                 halase/ eftiakse reciprocal

cl.NEUT.PL broke-3SG/ made. 3SG

He broke up (with someone)/ he entered into a relationship (with someone)

(5) ta            thalasose / muskepse overwhelmed

cl.NEUT.PL sea-PAST.PERF.3SG/ soaked.3SG

He made a huge mess
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GENERALIZATION III: EXAMPLES

In most cases, we have a type of secondary predication/small clause construction:

(6) to rihni ekso

cl.NEUT.SING throw.3SG out

He/she is having a nice time

(7) to ehi diporto (8) to filai maniatiko

cl.NEUT.SING    has.3SG double-doored. NEUT.SING cl.NEUT.SING keeps.3SG     from Mani. NEUT.SING

He/she has two relationships He/she remains angry (with someone) 

There are very few cases, where the clitic surfaces as a monadic object of the verb:

(9) a. to               skao b. to tsuzo

cl.NEUT.SING   burst.1SG  cl.NEUT.SING bit.1SG 

I run away I drink
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VARIATION IN CLITIS CHANGES MEANING
(10) to baloni eskase change of state

The ballon bursted

(11) a. to ´skasa change of location

cl.NEUT.SG bursted.1SG

I ran away

b. tu tin eskasa possessional deprivation

cl.MASC.SG cl.FEM.SG bursted.1SG

I cheated him

c. ta skasame change of possession

cl.NEUT.PL bursted.1PL

We paid a huge amount of money
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MARGINAL CASES

There are also some marginal cases: 

a) feminine plural  for beating:

(12) Tis            arpakse / tis efage / tis mazepse

cl.FEM.PL. caught.3SG  cl.FEM.PL. ate.3SG cl.FEM.PL. collected.3SG

b) masculine singular for slang /offending vocabulary:

(13) ton            pernis

cl.MASC.SG take.2SG
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SUMMARY
¡ We have seen evidence for the order in (1) and for our three generalizations:
(1) Feminine singular > Neuter Plural > Neuter singular> (Feminine plural > Masculine singular 
(almost non existent))

¡ Generalization 1: When accusative clitics as fixed parts of idioms are feminine singular, non-fixed 
animate arguments (bearing genitive or nominative) are interpreted as affected/ experiencer 
arguments. 

¡ Generalization II: When accusative clitics as fixed parts of idioms are neuter plural, the 
construction is interpreted as reciprocal or the non-fixed part of the idiom is interpreted as 
overwhelmed. 

¡ Generalization III:  When accusative clitics as fixed parts of idioms are neuter singular, they often 
occur in constructions that seem to involve some form of secondary predication.

¡ How can we explain them?
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ANALYSIS: NEUTER SINGULAR IS INDEED EXPLETIVE

¡ Beginning with generalization III: 

neuter singular seems to be well behaved with respect to usual claims in the literature that these clitics 
are expletive and are licensed by a form of incorporation

¡ Evidence:

¡ i. in most cases the neuter clitic serves as a place holder for something like the subject of
predication licensing a modifier:

(14) to rihni ekso

cl.NEUT.SING throw.3SG out

He is having a nice time
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ANALYSIS: NEUTER SINGULAR IS INDEED EXPLETIVE
¡ ii. when it surfaces alone, it needs to form a phonological unit with the verb or else idiomaticity is

lost, as shown by cases involving the augment. The augment is added on the past tense of certain
Greek verbs for phonological reasons,  but it crucially can be dropped in the idiomatic reading, 
suggesting some form of incorporation (Espinal 2009):

(15)a. to éskasa vs. b. to 'skasa
cl.NEUT.SG bursted.1SG cl.NEUT.SG bursted.1SG

I bursted it I ran away
Note that this is limited to neuter singular and is not required in the case of feminine singular and 
neuter plurals:

(16)a. ta étsuksa b. tu                  tin éskasa
cl.NEUT.PL bite.1SG cl.MASC.SG cl.FEM.SG   bursted.1SG

I drank a lot I cheated him

¡ What about feminine singular and neuter plural?
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PLURAL I: RECIPROCITY

(17)a. ta spasame b. ta ftiaksame c.  ta vrikame       d.    ta      tsugrisame 

cl.NEUT.PL broke.1PL       cl.NEUT.PL made.1PL    cl.NEUT.PL found.1PL  cl.NEUT.PL clinked.1PL

I and X  broke up I and X made up I and X made up I and X had a fight

In (17), a me ‚with‘ PP is implicitly understood; these idioms are formed on the basis of the pattern in
(18), a discontinuous reciprocal construction involving a comitative phrase, Dimitriadis (2004):

(18) tsakothikame  me ti Maria

fought.NACT.1PL with Maria

I and Maria had a fight

¡ The idioms are interpreted as verbs of creation and destruction of a relationship and plurality on the 
clitic provides the necessary condition to have reciprocity in the context of these verbs, which bear
active morphology 15



PLURAL I: RECIPROCITY
¡ Greek employs the following reciprocal strategies:  i) a verb bearing active morphology combining with

a pronoun like each other, (19a), ii) Non-activeVoice morphology, (19b), and iii) the discontinuous
recirpocal construction, (19c),Dimitriadis (2004):

(19) a. O Yanis kje i Maria filisan o enas ton alo. 

the John and the Maria kissed the one the other

‘John and Maria kissed each other.’ 

b. O Yanis kje i Maria            filithikan. 

the John and the Maria kissed.NACT.3PL

‘John and Maria kissed.’ 

c. O Giannis filithike me ti Maria. 

the John kissed.NACT.3SG with the Maria 

‘John and Maria kissed each other.’ 
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PLURAL 1: RECIPROCITY

¡ The idioms are formed on the basis of the discontinous reciprocal but employ a plural clitic instead of
Voice morphology

Beck (2001): reciprocal sentences are a special kind of relational plural

¡ Building on Langendoen (1978), Sauerland (1998) and Sternefled (1998),  Beck proposes that
reciprocal sentences are a kind of relational plural, the reciprocal being an anaphoric definite

¡ Is the clitic the overt realization of this operator?
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PLURAL II: ABUNDANCE
(20) a. ta skasa

I payed a huge amount of money
b. ta thalasosa

I blew it completely

c. ta hasa
I lost my concentration completely

In this case, plurality introduces a huge amount interpretation, related to plural of abundance as described
for Greek plural mass nouns (Tsoulas 2006,  Alexiadou 2011). This is analyzed as a lexical plural, located
low in the nominal functional spine, namely n.

(21) peftun nera apo to tavani
fall.3PL waters from the ceiling

Lots of water is falling from the ceiling
18



FEMININE BRINGS IN EVALUATIVITY

¡ As has been pointed out in the literature, feminine gender is linked to evaluativity, i.e. it brings about
evaluative readings along two dimensions: bad vs. good, small vs. big ( Di Garbo 2013, 2014, Grandi
2015)

¡ This is in fact true for augmentative morphology in Greek: the most common pattern applied to 
animates and inanimates is feminine gender:

(22) podara, fidara, herukla, prothipurgara, dikigorara
leg.AUG.FEM snake.AUG.FEM hand.AUG.FEM prime minster.AUG.FEM lawer.AUG.FEM

NB. Marginally we also find masculines, but usally on animates that are already masculine, pehtaras ‚great 
player‘ or neuters like koritsaros ‚very beautiful girl‘
¡ We propose that it is the evaluativity of feminine gender that has the effect of yielding an affected 

interpretation on the non-fixed part of the idiom.
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SYNTAX: FEATURES RESIDING ON LITTLE N

¡ All these features are typicall taken to reside on little n: this holds both for abundance plurals as well
as for evaluativity/gender/augmentatives

(23) nP
3

n

[lexical plural]

[gender]

[AUGM]

¡ If the plurality that creates reciprocity is collective, this also holds for reciprocal readings
20



SYNTAX: DPSVS NPS

¡ An nP analysis is compatible with theories that suggest incorporation of the clitic into the verb,  
Espinal (2009)

¡ If our clitics are nPs then, 

¡ this is incompatible and creates a problem for DP analyses of clitics

¡ this is more compatible for analyses of clitics as phi-Ps (low phi in the cases at hand), see Déchaine
& Wiltschko (2002),  Alexopoulou & Folli (2019)
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SYNTAX: REPRESENTATION OF NON-FIXED ARGUMENT

¡ How can we derive the affected interpretation of the non-fixed argument in generalization i?

¡ The issue is broader and is connected to other related phenomena that have been discussed in the 
literature especially on the non-Agent idiom hypothesis, Marantz (1997), Anagnostopoulou & Samioti
(2014), Harley & Stone (2013), Harley (2014), Anagnostopoulou (2014): 

(24) Voice generalization: 

The presence of agentive Voice enforces strict compositionality. 
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SYNTAX: THE NON-AGENT IDIOM HYPOTHESIS

(25) Russian
Ivana chut’ KONDRASHKA ne (s)xvat-il
Ivan.acc almost Kondrashka.nom not grabbed
‘Ivan was frightened to death.’ (lit. Ivan was almost grabbed by paralysis)

Chtareva (2003) and Harley & Stone (2013): there is either solid or suggestive evidence that the subjects
of seemingly agent-idioms are not true Agents but rather Causers and that the open object variable in
the non-fixed parts of the idioms involve an Experiencer rather than a Patient/Undergoer role.
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SYNTAX:  VOICE A PHASE HEAD, IMPLICATIONS FOR ROOT FRAMES

(26) vP

3

causer v'

3

v ResultP

6

DP (undergoer)      Root
24

'subjects' can be interpreted idiomatically,  Alexiadou & Anagnostopoulou (2021) 

only if they are part of the same phase as the rest of the idiom. 
This is impossible when the subject is an Agent introduced by Voice

An Agent introducingVoice is a phase head and sends its
complement to Spell-Out, which explains why Agents can never be parts of
idioms; causative frames lack such a Voice head, (26).

The broader concequence of this is that roots like grab or ride which are
canonically inserted in agentive frames can be non-canonically inserted in 
causative frames resulting to interpretations that are not 
ineffable but idiomatic, cf. Anagnostopoulou (2022)



SYNTAX: CANONICAL AND NON-CANONICAL PATTERNS

In what follows, we examine the syntax and morphology of some idioms with clitics, focusing on: 

¡ how they fit existing patterns of the language 

¡ in what respects they deviate from them

When they fit, ambiguity between compositional and non-compositional interpretations arises

When they don‘t, deviation from canonical patterns is exclusively associated with idiomaticity
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SYNTAX: CANONICAL ROOT INSERTION (CAUSATIVE GIVE, LOW 
APPL) 

¡ tu tin edosa (LIT:  I gave him her/ IDIOM: I irritated him) the verb dino licenses an applicative 
argument and has a causative/agenitive ambiguity. Choice of causative frame licenses idiomatic 
interpretation.   [Causation but not the causer is part of the idiom]

(27)   vP

3

Causer v‘

3

v ResultP

3

GIVE            APPLP

3

tu APPL’

3

APPL   tin
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SYNTAX: CANONICAL ROOT INSERTION (BREAK, HIGH APPL)
¡ tu tin espasa (LIT:  I broke her/it and he was adversely affected/ IDIOM: I irritated him)

the verb spao icenses a high applicative argument and enters the causative alternation. [Causation but 
not the causer is part of the idiom]:

(28)    vP
3

Causer v‘

3

v               APPLP
3

tu              APPL‘
3

APPL              ResultP
3

BREAK             tin
27



SYNTAX: NON-CANONICAL IMPERSONAL CONSTRUCTIONS

tu tin edose me tin katastasi
to-him  it gave with the situation (the situation irritated him)  
(29)       vP

3                                            

EXPL v‘

3 , 

v ResultP

3

GIVE            APPLP

3

tu APPL’

3

APPL   tin

28

EXPL pro counts for case competition,
ACC-assignment downward to tin
(and GEN assignment upward to tu,
Anagnostopoulou & Sevdali 2021)

NB: the causer can also surface as subject, 
see e.g. tree (27) on previous slide



SYNTAX: NON-CANONICAL IMPERSONALS

tu tin espase me tin katastasi
to-him it broke with the situation (the situation irritated him)
(30)   vP

3

EXPL v‘

3

v               APPLP

3

tu              APPL‘

3

APPL              ResultP

3

BREAK             tin
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SYNTAX: NON CANONICAL VOICE ALTERNATIONS

¡ The idiomatic interpretation with causative verbs like break and screw (though not with give) is retained 
when these verbs surface with non-active morphology, the feminine clitic bearing ACC 
disappears and the affected argument surfaces with NOM case entering a case alternation with 
the genitive/dative affected argument of transitives (Oikonomou 2011, Anagnostopoulou & Sevdali 
2021).

¡ We take the availability of impersonal constructions to be a necessary condition for these alternations:

(31)       O Janis spas-tik-e /vido-thik-e                               (me tin katastasi)

The Janis-NOM broke-NACT-3SG/ screwed-NACT-3SG with the situation

John got irritated (with the situation)
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SYNTAX: NON-CANONICALVOICE ALTERNATIONS

Notice that the verb spao (break) in Greek, only licenses Non-ActiveVoice under an idiomatic
interpretation, i.e. it does not permit passive formation:

(32)       *To potiri spas-tik-e (apo ton Jani)

The glass-NOM broke-NACT-3SG by the John

The glass was broken by John
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A LINK TO SEMANTIC DEPONENTS
The alternation between (i) a special Fem clitic in transitives and (ii) a special NAct Voice is part 
of what Oikonomou (2011) subsumes under semantic deponency, i.e. verbs that appear with Non-
Active morphology and although they have active counterparts, they are non-canonically related with 
them: 

(33) a. O astinomos mirise ta narkotika ke anikse ti valitsa.
The policeman.NOM smell-ACT.PAST.3SG the drugs.ACC (and opened the baggage). 
‘The policeman smelled the drugs and opened the buggage.’ 

b. O astinomos miristike ta narkotika ke anikse ti valitsa.
The policeman.NOM smell-NACT.PAST.3SG the drugs.ACC (and opened the baggage). 
‘The policeman suspected the drugs and opened the buggage.’ 

As Oikonomou also suggests, the employment of a range of non-canonical morphological or 
syntactic strategies should be more broadly seen as a systematic way to yield idiomaticity, see
Oikonomou & Alexiadou (2022) for domains of idiomaticity involving NActVoice 32



SYNTAX: CANONICAL OR NON-CANONICAL?

Consider (34), where the FEM clitic combines with patheno (get) and the affected argument bears NOM 
and agrees with V: 

(34) O Janis tin epath-e 

The Janis.NOM cl.Fem.ACC got-3SG

Janis got in trouble

The verb patheno is a light verb canoninally licensing  bare objects showing illness or negative emotions:

(35) O Janis epathe pireto/covid/paniko

The Janis got-3sg fever/ covid/ panic

(34) looks like a non-canonical syntax construction,  but it is not: the fem clitic merges in the position of 
the bare object and is licensed by the same mechanism as bare objects (some form of incorporation)
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SYNTAX: NON CANONICAL

¡ The verb pefto (fall) is unaccusative showing a strictly intransitive syntax, just like its English 
counterpart:

(36) a. To filo/ to pedhi epese/ b. *O Janis epese to filo/ to pedhi

The leaf/ the child   fell/ *The Janis fell the leaf/the child

Nevertheless, the Root PEFTO can be non-canonically inserted in a ditransitive frame of the give-low-
APPL type involving a femACC clitic (see (27) above) leading to an exclusively idiomatic interpretation (I 
flirted with him/ I threw myself to him):

(37) tu tin epesa

Cl.GEN Cl.FEM.ACC fell.1SG
34



SYNTAX: PATTERNS OF NEUT PLURAL

(38) ta vrikame (LIT: we found them/ IDIOM: we became friends again): 

canonincal transitive syntax, shift to reciprocity via plurality  

(39) ta muskepsa/ ta ehasa (LIT: I soaked them/ I lost them/ IDIOM: I created a mess/ I am 
confused completely)

canonical transitive syntax, abundance interpretation via plurality

(40) ta thalasosa (LIT: *I sea-ed them/ IDIOM: I created a complete mess)

new verb on the basis of (39), only in this context
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SYNTAX: PATTERNS OF NEUT SG 

(41) to rihno ekso (LIT: I throw it out/ IDIOM: I entertain myself): 

light v + small clause  

By extension:

(42) to fero vareos  (LIT: *I bring it heavily/ IDIOM: I am devastated)

(43)  to perno katakarda  (LIT: *I take it deep-into the heart/ IDIOM: I am devastated)

Only idiomatic, with adverbial predicates, either from non-active part of the lexicon (katharevousa) or a 
newly coined compound
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CROSSLINGUISTIC OBSERVATIONS

¡ Romance languages:

¡ like Greek, they use several clitics, for example feminine singular, plural, se, locative and partitives

¡ like Greek, the use of feminine clitics seems to be pervasive

¡ the literature has not systematically looked at the generalizations connected to the choice of
specific clitics
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CROSSLINGUISTIC OBSERVATIONS

¡ Romance languages

¡ the use of feminine could be easily claimed to have the effect that feminine clitics have in Greek, 
because feminine has been argued to be evaluative and connected to augmentative readings in 
Romance as well

¡ do not have neuter clitics and also lacksabundance plurals

¡ it is therefore expected that they will lack the clitics that produce the abundance interpretations

¡ the use of se in idioms could be connected toVoice morphology in Greek
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CONCLUSIONS

¡ We explored how clitics participate in the creation of idioms and investigate in particular the key role 
of phi-features  in Greek

¡ Provided evidence for (1) and for our three generalizations:
(1) Feminine singular > Neuter Plural > Neuter singular> (Feminine plural > Masculine singular
(almost non existent))

¡ Generalization 1: When accusative clitics as fixed parts of idioms are feminine singular, non-fixed 
animate arguments (bearing genitive or nominative) are interpreted as affected/ experiencer 
arguments. 

¡ Generalization II: When accusative clitics as fixed parts of idioms are neuter plural, the 
construction is interpreted as reciprocal or the non-fixed part of the idiom is interpreted as 
overwhelmed. 

¡ Generalization III:  When accusative clitics as fixed parts of idioms are neuter singular, they often 
occur in constructions that seem to involve some form of secondary predication.
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CONCLUSIONS

¡ While in contexts involving III, clitics are expletive, in the I and II, cases clitics, actively participate in 
building non-compositional interpretation

¡ We analyzed these clitics as nPs

¡ We offered an analysis as to why feminine singular and neuter plural are privileged this way

¡ feminine: link to evaluativity

¡ plural: link to reciprocity and abundance
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